

 




 



ABSTRACT

Sheikh Nasikh is generally known as the leading reformer of Urdu

language. He has no proper book left behind in this regard. His reforms

and corrections are narrated in his pupil's and follower's works. But his

brilliant student, Mir Ali Aosat Rashk is real tourch bearer of reforms in

Urdu language. In his dictionary "Nafas-ul-Lughah", he clarified many

aspects, problems and disputes of Urdu grammar and language. He also

gave rules of orthrography. This article has a comprehensive study of Mir

Ali Aosat Rashk's language reforms.








 
























 






















 









 
 





 


 



 




 

 
 





  




   

 



 



 


 








 


     

 




  





 

 










 





 
 
  


 


 
  
  
 
 
 

 


 


   






 
  


 








 
 

 
   



 





 

 
 



  
 

 
  
 

 
 




